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“Cultivating the entrepreneur within”

Executive Summary

Enpower’s main focus is to encourage
the youth of our community to give life to the
entrepreneur within them. We achieve this by
providing them with the necessary tools they need to
start their own business. The product we provide is
unique in the fact that it gives the customer the ability
to create something entirely new while teaching
them skills needed for their future. The kit contains
small items that are of use to the customer, but also
comes with a flash drive that has different types of
posters and flyers used to advertise your business.
The kit is presented in a drawstring bag with a pizza
box inside that doubles as a cash box. Our company
visits elementary and middle school classes to teach
and mentor younger students about the world of
entrepreneurship, all while informing them about
the opportunities to get involved at the high school.
The goal of the lesson is to spark interest in students
and hopefully inspire them to become young
entrepreneurs as well.
When we began the journey of running a
business at the beginning of the year, the members
of our company invested over $800 to purchase
inventory and explore different product options.
After struggling to get the needed funds to start our
business, we wanted to ensure that those who come
afer us have the means to transform their ideas into
a reality. With this in mind, we are donating 10%
of all sales to create a fund for next year’s business
class. Money pulled from this fund will be paid back
with interest in order to grow the endowment in the
coming years.

Financial Performance
During the fiscal period of the 2016-17 school
year, Enpower amassed a total of $2802.25 in sales.
Such as with any company, we experienced an influx in sales during the holiday season. The sizable
amount of sales helped to create a net income of
$379.10. Our start up amount of $300 then led to a
return on investment of 126%.
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When we first began our venture
we were focused on the products that
would sell best to the peers around us.
At the start, our group came together
and decided to form a company selling
engravable money clips and necklaces.
The company formed was United Links,
and this was our identity for the majority
of the year. Although we profited from
these products and enjoyed what we were
doing, we were not truly passionate about
what we were selling. From the start
our company knew that our passion lied
within our work. Our cause has always
been to facilitate the future of youth
entrepreneurship within our community.
This is how the Enpower brand came to
be. Enpower focuses on reaching out to
the community to teach and mentor kids
on how to turn their ideas into a reality.
This gives us a unique opportunity not
only to market to kids and their parents,
but to also make a positive impact within
our community. During these lessons we
encourage the students to think outside
the box. We do this with the help of a
product mashup. This is designed to help
generate an entirely new product from
household items. They will then build a
brand and pitch their new product as if
they were on Shark Tank. At Enpower we
realize a substantial amount of creativity
lies within the younger generation, and
we strive to “cultivate the entrepreneur
within” each student. Our goal is to inspire
the kids of our community at a young
age. We want to provide them with the
same opportunity we have been given.
Doing this in hope they will continue on as
entrepreneurs and innovators in whatever
field of work they choose.

What have we learned?

Managing our time
became an invaluable asset
when we made the decision
to swith from United Links
to Enpower. It took the best
efforts of our entire group
to get the business up and
running. Once we developed
a plan, the only thing left
to do was work day by day
to execute that plan. Due
to the timing of when we
switched our business, not
a second could go to waste.
The diligence and time
management put on display
by the members of Enpower
allowed us to reach where
we are today as a company.
The
experience I’ve
had throughout the year
with Enpower has taught me
how to organize and execute
a plan.
-Sam R.

I’ve
learned how to
successfully start my
own business from what I’ve
learned through the Hoover
Business
program.
-Zach K.

While Enpower has
always been passionate
about our cause, we realized
that our customers also care
about what we stand for. As
the year went on, we started
emphasizing our cause more
and more. A social cause
allows customers to relate to
the business and know they
are making a difference just
by purchasing the product.
The company’s cause gives
parents the piece of mind to
know they are helping teach
their children and their
peers important life skills
that may not be taught to
them in a regular classroom
setting.

I
have had real
world experiences that
will carry through the rest of
my educational and professional
career.
- Josh L.

Throughout the year,
Enpower has obtained a
countless number of lessons
about the irreplaceable
educational aspect of
failure. The company has
no fear of failure due to
the fact that it’s members
hold no judgement towards
one another. Each failure
Enpower encounters is
openly discussed. The main
focus isn’t how the failure
occurred, but how it could’ve
been most efficiently
prevented. Guidelines are
then put in place to ensure
that the next time a similar
obstacle arises it is dealt
with in a professional
manner.

Innovation
Steve Jobs once said, “Innovation is the ability to see change as an opportunity, not a
threat.” Change is something that has been extremely prevalent within our company throughout
the year. Enpower’s constant hunger to grow and evolve into something more has pushed us
to where we are today. When we first began our venture we were focused solely on developing
a product that would sell. One of the ways innovation was found in United Links was through
mass customization. This allowed for each customer to receive a product unique to them.
When Enpower was nothing more than an idea the members of the company had the courage
to embrace change and dedicate all resources into making this idea a reality. One of the most
innovative aspects of Enpower is the product. This is because it is more than just a commodity.
The Entrepreneurship Kit is a hybrid of both a product and service. The tangible facet of the pizza
box doubling as a cash box and the flash drive containing the flyers provides the customer with
a tangible product. The information on the flash drive and impalpable knowledge it provides is a
service to the customer. The new company was then able to develop a brand that integrates each
aspect of what the company represents. The social cause, product, and marketing strategy are all
flawlessly incorporated in the logo. This allows for the customer to have a clear picture of what the
company stands for.

Sales and marketing
Sales Methods
The members of Enpower believe that education is critical to achieve success in today’s society.
Instead of using traditional selling techniques when marketing the kits, we use the power of education
to teach students how to begin their own entrepreneurial adventure. With the understanding that
the target market is the parents of the students, we provide “backpack mail.” This is sent home
with each student following the lesson. Enpower introduces their product with a hands-on learning
experience. The company does this in hope of inspiring the student to purchase our kit and discover
the entrepreneur within them. The combination of the kids enjoying themselves during the classroom
lesson and the parents understanding our passion for the cause is what leads to the decision of a
purchase.
Product Features and Benefits
Our product contains a guide to successfully run a lemonade stand, coupons the students can
hand out to their customers for a “Buy One Get One” lemonade, and a lemonade packet to kickstart
their business. The tools in the kit are specific to a lemonade stand but can be applied within any
business. Enpower’s product is unique not only because it is something that can’t be found just
anywhere, but also because no matter where you do find it, the competitors aren’t able to match the
price. The combination of these two things gives the company with a strong competitive advantage.
Website and Social Media
The Enpower website has been a tremendous help as a marketing tool this year. The website
is user-friendly, leading to a purchase with just the click of a button. The website also featured a blog
that allowed the community to get to know a little bit more about the company. Social media has not
been the company’s most effective resource due to our sales techniques. William Craig said, “Don’t
market to your customers; educate them instead.”
Customer Service
Enpower has a satisfaction guarantee. If there is a problem with your product you can send it
back to the company and it will be replaced within a week. The company has published a survey on
the website and encourages customer feedback with each purchase.
Advertising Strategy
In order to spread awareness of the Enpower brand, the team worked multiple events as well as
spoke to several community groups about the company’s products and story. The company has made
networking within the community a top priority. Enpower has attended the following networking
events; the Lion’s Club Craft Show, Enspire Conference, and the countless number of lessons taught
throughout the community. The Enpower team spoke with groups such as the North Canton School
Board, the Lion’s Club, and the North Canton Rotary. Along with this, Enpower was featured in the
North Neighbor News as United Links which provided extra advertising and a way for the community
to understand the work that is put into starting a Junior Achievement company.
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Revenue/Expenses and Profit Margin: Enpower was
able to boast successful sales numbers, combining for a
sales total of $2,830 from multiple products. However,
with sales comes expenses, and the company had
many cash deductions from expenses such as the cost
of merchandise sold, advertising, commission, and
more. Our total expenses added up to over $2452.60,
which gave Enpower a net profit of $379.10. Our main
product’s profit margins, listed at the bottom of the page,
all held a percentage of above 55%.

Units Sold and Breakeven Point: Enpower has been able to sell 179 units of all of our different products. The
total number of products sold breaks down into 60 money clips, 50 necklaces, 25 entrepreneurship kits,
14 Wallet Inserts, 19 Keychains, and 11 other products. Enpower was able to easily breakeven, at breakeven points
of 69 units for money clips, 39 for necklaces, and 34 for the entrepreneurship kits. The breakeven point for the kits
is shown in the graph below.
Capitalization and Return on Investment: One of the hardest things for any start up company is the task of
raising enough money to successfully run the business. Each of our nine team members pitched in $30 of
their own money, combining for a total of $270. In addition, Enpower received a loan of $300 at a 5% return
at a local shark tank presentation. From this investment
Projected Break-Even PointforEntrepreneurship Kit
Enpower was able to gain a return on investment of
on investment of 126.37%.
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Build Your Own Business Kit
The Build Your Own Business Kit includes all sorts of tools to help you start your very own
business. The kit contains small items that are of use to the customer. It also includes a flash drive
that has a banner, budget sheet, sales skills, lemonade coupons, a flyer, and even a description of
how to create your very own logo. The kit will be presented in a pizza box that doubles as a cash box.
With each purchase customers are encouraged to contact us with any questions and complete our
satisfaction survey once they receive the product. Our company has visited elementary and middle
school classes to give lessons stressing the importance of youth entrepreneurship. The goal of the
lesson is to spark the interest of the younger students and hopefully inspire them to become young
entrepreneurs as well.

The lessons we teach...
Lesson 1:
Establishing Your Idea

Lesson 2:
Branding

Lesson 3:
Gaining Capital

The students are given the
task of creating a product.
In order to facilitate their
creativity we have them
execute a product mash-up.
They will then choose one
item from their kitchen,
another from their garage,
and combine them. In this
stage of the lesson we teach
the kids that it is important to
test their market.

Once the kids have created
their product, they are tasked
with developing a name for
the company. In this part of
the lesson, we teach the
students that it’s best to
create an easily
recognized brand.

Gaining capital is
always a difficult process
when starting your own
business. In the final part of
the lesson, we teach the kids
the hardships that come with
trying to find the necessary
money to begin their venture.
They are then given the
opportunity to pitch their
product and company name
to the rest of the class in a
shark tank activity.
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Enpower’s leadership team consists of four individuals. CEO, Sam Russell, was chosen through
an election and the rest were appointed by the CEO. He motivates each department and oversees the
work that is being completed. The CMO, Tori Vallos, is in charge of the Marketing department. She
focuses on coordinating the happenings of our social media accounts. The CFO, Matt Cochenour,
does a majority of the bookkeeping. He also calculates financial projections and product margins. The
final member of the management team is CSO, Zach Kile. He works with members of our company
to ensure that everyone meets their sales goals. The Enpower company has invested a large amount
of time into developing their organizational chart. This has allowed them to most efficiently identify
their roles within the company as well as work as a team to overcome difficult tasks. It also allows the
distribution of responsibility to be dispursed throughout the company’s
departments. When a project or problem arises it is directed to the appropriate department. This
gives them the ability to take complete charge of any obstacle that falls within their jurisdiction. Each
month our management team sits down and discusses the goals for each department. Weekly, the
departments establish their own set of goals to achieve the goals for each month. To start each day the
nine members of Enpower meet in order to go over the goals for the day and talk about future plans.
After this meeting each team member logs what they will accomplish that day in a task chart. This has
been a huge asset in the area of communication and work efficiency.
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